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orthodontics  
goes digital – 
with CEREC.



simple, fast and digital –  
wElComE to thE woRld of CEREC!
dental impressions and physical models are an integral part of 
orthodontic treatment. cerec eliminates the need for uncom-
fortable tray impressions, especially for alignment treatment, 
and speeds up the treatment process by creating digital 
impressions with the smallest powder-free video camera on the 
market – the cerec omnicam. Enjoy every day. with Sirona.

SimplE faSt digital

digital impRESSionS
¢¢ guided scanning ensures 100%  

reproducibility 
¢¢ simple, powder-free scanning with  

the smallest dental intraoral video 
camera currently on the market

faSt alignmEnt tREatmEnt
¢¢ 40% faster than conventional 

impressions* 
¢¢ 70% less time needed to generate  

an initial therapy proposal **

digital StoRagE and pRinting
¢¢ Just-in-time production on  

3d printers
¢¢ orthodontic appliances can be 

created and made on the physical 
models.

* natural-looking, complete model in a scan time of less than 10 minutes
** significant time saving due to the digital transfer of data to the aligner manufacturer

             “Digital impressions  
         offer numerous benefits 
                  especially for my patients. 
       I spare them the dIscomfort of a 
               conventIonal ImpressIon tray.
             secondly, faster processIng        
               means therapy can commence  
                    at an earlIer date. 
                       I would not lIke to ImagIne 
         doIng wIthout thIs technIcal  
                        advance In my modern            
                   dental practIce!”
                                                             hanna Ritter, orthodontic Specialist, hennef
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discover digital impRESSionS with  
thE CEREC omniCam.

guidEd SCanning
the cerec ortho software helps you to complete the 
impression quickly and precisely. the software is designed 
to be easy to learn – visual and audible signals and detailed 
instructions let you know what you need to do at all times. 
this means that the process can also be delegated to your 
assistant.

the cerec omnicam sits in your hand like an instrument and allows you to 
quickly take powder-free impressions. You benefit from simple handling and 
top-class digital impressions. the result: a precise 3d model in natural 
colors. the workflow in your practice will also become more efficient as the 
model is prepared approx. 40% faster than a 2-phase pvs impression. digital 
data means that you can quickly consult with external service providers so 
that the final treatment suggestion is prepared more quickly – especially 
for alignment treatment.

unRiVallEd handling

thanks to the slim design, the small camera head 

and a light weight of just 313 grams.

in ColoR

the colored scan ensures a natural-looking 

3d model.

powdER-fREE impRESSionS

coating-free scanning reduces the learning  

curve and increases patient comfort. 
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With cerec, you choose considerably more comfortable treatments for 
your patients. You no longer need the unpleasant tray impressions, and the 
gag reflex is avoided. What‘s more, cerec stands for a modern practice, 
and the efficient method speeds up treatment and guarantees satisfied 
patients and employees.

SatiSfiEd patiEntS

thanks to quick and comfortable treatment.  

the more satisfied your patients are, the more 

likely they are to recommend you to others.

motiVatEd EmployEES

the modern treatment method with cerec 

motivates your employees. With cerec, you can

better integrate them in the treatment, which 

ensures a more efficient workflow. 
modERn pRaCtiCE

cerec makes an impression, fascinates your

patients, and stands for a modern practice.

Your patients benefit from  
digital impRESSionS.

     “i was very impresseD when my 
   orthoDontist introDuceD 
 Digital impressions.  
     dIgItal ImpressIons are not only  
               excItIng and completely  
  fascInatIng, but they also spare me  
          any dIscomfort.”
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Cad/Cam systems  
from pioneer to new stan-
dard. for 30 years we have 
been developing digital 
dentistry and creating new 
possibilities for the future 
practice and lab.

imaging systems 
best image quality with the 
lowest dose. more than  
100 years of developing  
x-rays for the dental prac-
tice make us the number 1 
innovation partner.
 
 

treatment centers
the business card of  
modern practices. We are 
striving to create the ideal 
ergonomic and innovative 
center. individually tailored
to the well-being and de-
mands of the patient and 
dentist.

instruments
advantages that speak for 
themselves. We make sure 
that we provide the right 
balance of proven quality, 
individual ergonomics and 
innovative technology for 
user-friendly work.

 

hygiene systems
competence that gives you 
safety. When it comes to 
hygiene in the practice, we 
do not take any shortcuts.

alWaYs at the
forefront of
innoVation!

as global innovation leader for dental equipment, we continuously invest  
in re search and thus in the future of modern dentistry. by networking digital  
technologies with integrated solutions and optimizing the treatment workflow, we 
create improved treatment results, more comfort and safety for the patient as well 
as time and cost savings in everyday work. the combination of constant innovative 
power and globally growing sales and service structures makes sirona the global  
market leader trusted by thousands of practices and labs around the world.  
Enjoy every day. with Sirona.


